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“[The Ontario Mathematics Curriculum] is based on the belief that students learn mathematics most effectively when they are given opportunities to investigate
ideas and concepts through problem solving and are then guided carefully into an understanding of the mathematical principles involved. At the same time, it
promotes a balanced program in mathematics. The acquisition of operational skills remains an important focus of the curriculum.”
The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8, Mathematics, p.4

“Today’s mathematics curriculum must prepare students for their future roles in society. It must equip them with an understanding of important mathematical
ideas; essential mathematical knowledge and skills; skills of reasoning, problem solving, and communication; and, most importantly, the ability and the incentive
to continue learning on their own.”
The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 11 and 12, Mathematics, p.4

Instructional
Approaches

Teaching Through
Problem Solving

Purposeful
Practice

Basic Facts and
Operational Skills

Thoughtful Use of
Resources

Teachers design math instruction to
support learners in achieving the
expectations of The Ontario
Curriculum.

Teaching through problem solving is
not the same as solving word
problems. When students engage in
problematic situations, they become
curious; motivated to explore and
generalize mathematical ideas.

A balanced math program provides
opportunities for students to practice
and consolidate skills and procedures.

Operational skills and basic facts are
important because they support
efficiency and the ability of students to
judge the "reasonableness" of a
solution in mathematics.

A variety of resources and tools are
used to support student learning.
Resources and tools are selected
thoughtfully, informed by curricular
expectations and responsive to
student learning needs.

An effective mathematics program
includes a variety of instructional
	
  
approaches in rich learning contexts,
and focuses on the development of
conceptual and procedural
understanding, skill development and
problem-solving. A balanced program
includes guided/direct instruction, as
well as opportunities for student
inquiry in which students generate
their own solutions. A variety of
groupings for collaborative learning
with peers as well as time for
independent learning are essential.
"Students in a mathematics class
typically demonstrate diversity in the
ways they learn best. It is important,
therefore, that students have
opportunities to learn in a variety of
ways." (The Ontario Curriculum,
Grades 9 and 10, Mathematics, p.23)

"[Problem solving] can be used as the
means of introducing concepts rather
than simply engaging students in
applying or practicing mathematical
procedures." (The Report of the
Expert Panel on Mathematics in
Grades 4-6, p.11)
Problems are carefully selected and
differentiated to be accessible yet
challenging for all students. Students
learn to problem solve when they
problem solve to learn.
“Clearly the twenty-first century
requires a greater focus on a wider
range of problem-solving
experiences..." (Fuson, 2003, p. 301)

Purposeful practice strengthens the
connection between skills, concepts,
strategies and thinking. It improves
speed and accuracy and helps
students remember concepts, facts
and procedures.
Once conceptual understanding has
been established, purposeful practice
helps students develop computational
and procedural fluency.
"Children need time to practise and
consolidate skills, balanced with time
to put those skills to use in a problem
solving context." (The Report of the
Expert Panel on Early Math in Ontario,
p.31)
The important thing is that practice is
purposeful and responsive to each
individual student's needs.

Operational skill is more than fast
recall on math drills. It involves
understanding why a fact or
procedure makes sense and how it
connects to other concepts and skills.
When students develop both fluency
and understanding, skills become
tools to help them solve problems.
"Skills and understanding are
especially critical when tackling
challenging problems."
(C. Sealy, Balance is Basic in Faster
Isn't Smarter, 2009, p.2)

Textbooks, manipulatives, technology,
media and professional materials (e.g.
Guides to Effective Instruction, TIPS,
Edugains.ca) are all valuable
resources. Using a resource
thoughtfully is different than following
the resource lesson by lesson.
"Manipulatives...are central to effective
instruction and have the capacity to
greatly improve and deepen student
understanding." (The Report of the
Expert Panel on Mathematics in
Grades 4-6, p. 25)
The important thing is that any
resource or tool is used thoughtfully.

An	
  effective	
  math	
  program	
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  concepts,	
  strategies	
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  thinking.	
  

